HISTORY

Achieving Outstanding
Teacher of A-Level Classical
Civilisation
As Classical Civilisation teachers we appreciate the
articistic techniques of the ancients, we enjoy studying
political and social contexts, and value the ideas
expressed in classical texts. This course is about
ensuring our passion for the subject is transferred to
our students. It aims to provide a range of strategies
and ideas to help teachers motivate students to a
greater depth of knowledge and stronger
understanding of subject concepts.
How can we help students remember details better
and develop their opinions? Why is it imporatnt to find
contemporary links? Are creative tasks and role-plays
a waste of time or a great technique to improve the
quality of students’ work? We will explore these and
other questions in a practical, ideas-rich course.

The aims of the course are to:
• Provide ideas to help stimulate students to
greater subject interest
• Give techniques and strategies to improve
students’ written work in Clssical Civilisation
• Explore the value of creative tasks to
encourage students’ learning
• Discuss helpful ideas for effective revision
Who should attend?
A-Level Classical Civilisation teachers and
lecturers - the is focus on ancient literary texts,
although the course is designed to be relevant to
all aspects of A-Levels Classical Civilisation

Programme
09:30 Arrival, registration and coffee
10:00 Welcome & introduction
Connecting course content to the
contemporary
• Why it’s important to make the past
meaningful
• Linking themes and topics
11:15 Coffee
11:30 Top band exam answers - more detail,
more ideas
• How to help students remember details
and express ideas more fluently
• Where do essay structures come from?
• 4 Key concepts all students should
understand - “evidence”, “analysis”,

13:00
14:00

15.00

15:45

“evaluation” and “interpretation”.
Restaurant Lunch
Creative tasks and role-play
• Why encouraging creative responses
to classical context helps teaching
• Teach planning, without telling them
• Techniques for productive creative
lessons
Revision - making sure it all comes
together
• Timed writing and not missing the
question
• Debates and competitions
Evaluation and close of course

About the tutor
Nigel Newton is a teacher, researcher and
consultant with considerable experience of post16 education, including teaching for over 12
years both in the UK and Spain. Nigel has
conducted research on college recruitment
strategies, course inductions, and student
decision-making and use of course information. He has also
written for the Times Educational Supplement on a range of
topics, co-authored a national a report on graduates and
participated in several national education forums.

As Head of Classical Civilisation in an FE college for the
last 5 years, Nigel is enthusiastic about encouraging
students to creatively respond to lesson content. Over
the years he has devised a range of activities and
methods to stimulate students’ motivation to learn.
“Excellent exam results come through students’ own
desire to learn. It’s our first task to stimulate and then
feed this desire.”

LIGHTHOUSE

98% of the people attending our courses in the 2010-11 academic year said they would recommend
them to a friend. Full Money Back Guarantee on all our events.

Booking form
Name Mr/Ms/Mrs/Miss/Dr

Job title

Professional Development

COURSE CODE
HIS018/FF

Email address for correspondence
Principal subject you teach

Cost: £225 plus VAT.

Tel

Fax

Course date

Course location

School name and address

Tel: 0800 587 8880
Fax: 0845 609 8880

County

Postcode

Special requirements
Please tick here if you do not wish to receive details of future relevant courses. We do not share your
details with third parties. Please see our website for full details of our terms and conditions.
Address: Lighthouse Professional Development Ltd, Waterside House, Basin Road North, Portslade, Brighton BN41 1UY.

www.lighthouse.tv

